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From the beloved country
may you have a shana tova and easy fast.
May Hashem inscribe all of you for a
healthy and prosperous year

To a fruitful
and sweet
New Year.

From the Beloved Country may you have a shana tova and easy fast.
May Hashem inscribe all of you for a healthy and prosperous year)
Stan The Good Shabbos Man is a weekly ‘Mishugas’ on the internet www.stantgsm.com …..Which has weathered
a GROOOOOT storm along the way, to reach the milestone of 22 years….. What a bobby it has been….It has
taken ME AROUND THE WORLD many times, and the 98% positivity towards the letter encourages me to
continue, for how long I don’t know….??? It has become such a ‘humungous’ task, to sort through info each week,
try and get the most interesting data out that Yidden would like to read, answer the hundreds of personal E-mails
a year…..and try and keep everyone happy….

To the people that drive us wishing our clients, associates
and team a Shana Tova and
well over the fast.

This is the 22 nd year of the ‘Stan The Good Shabbos Man’ newsletter, which started way back in 2000 when
I left Stan & Pete Caterers….It has been a L-O-N-G journey to get here, having written soooooo much over
the past years….having passed milestones like the Barmitzvah year and the Chai year ….. and now my 70 th
birthday just before Yomtov……When broken down it is a bit ‘Skrikky’….. over 1,100 weekly letters, with an
average of 10 pages, which is +/- 11,000 pages, and when broken down into words, not even going there ….
Einaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah, that is a lot….and I believe that it has been very well received by Yidden all over,
especially Souff Effrikken Yidden, whether they are in Poffadder or New York…….
This Year is Tukka special after the ravages of Covid, which saw many people not going in to the OFFICE to
work, and the readership took a knock, as many people print it and bring it home to read….. The last few months
readership has jumped, as people are starting to go to work, and the viewers on the website are rising rapidly…..
Hopefully for Pesach , I will bring out a Hard copy & Online publication……
If I had to gage by replies received every week, I reckon that the ‘Rugger’ has the biggest following, and then the
jokes and so on……..The “Vort” each week has proved VERY popular …. I must say that I receive very few ‘Klaps’,
BUT….you cannot please everyone………..
‘ROOTS’ is still a ‘Humungous’ thing on the website, with soooo many Yidden worldwide, ‘Zuching’ (looking) for
their Roots, and it is sad how we only start looking when the older generation are already gone, and it makes it
harder to trace roots…..
I met up with Eli Rabinowitz many years ago, and he has answered many queries on Ancestry, and my regular
promoting has got many readers to apply /get their Lithuanian passports, and many other passports…. Lithuania
always features on the letter….
The various stories that I write on bring huge responses……I have touched many people seeking all kinds of
information, and most I have been able to assist…..
Must say that some queries have brought soooo much joy, and the Odd one has brought tears…..
I would like to thank my sponsors (Chavers) for their support, which allows me to print the Yearly Shabbos
Newspaper ….. Unfortunately, due to the ‘Gazershe’ Corona Virus, I was not going to do a Yomtov paper, BUT…..
I was persuaded to do one, although it is only available ONLINE, as the advertising has dropped immensely….
To Rabbi Yossy Goldman, Sydenham Shul, C/O ‘Beloved Country’ for his weekly inspirational ‘Vort’ which is well
received by thousands each week…..and I must say that come ‘hell or high’ water, he gets the ‘Meisa’ to me every
week….. Adank Rabbi…..
Looking forward TO MORE ‘Meisa’s’ in the next few years G-D willing…..

Our partner-led firm specialises in
providing high quality audit, accounting,
tax, and business advisory solutions.

Gezunte un Freilache Yom Tov….
(Enjoy and have a GR8888888 Yomtov and well over the fast….)
Stan The Good Shabbos Man
www.stantgsm.com
smookler@netactive.co.za
Life has NO remote….. Get up and change it yourself ….! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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THE SHOFAR’S COUNTER-ATTACK
By Rav Ilan Herrmann
One of the most exciting things to watch in a sports game,
especially in football/soccer, is the phenomenon of the counterattack. What happens in this strategy is that a team is pinned
back in its own territory by the opposition who come at it with
a relentless attack. Then, in a moment of opportunity, as the
defending team gains possession, it bursts out into sudden attack
and with electric speed, and the players pounce on the opposing
team. Often this slim opportunity is capitalised on with the
scoring of a goal and might even result in winning the match. The
counter-attack has often been the strategy used by less powerful
teams against a much stronger opposition to great effect, even
enabling them to win ‘against all odds’.
The moments that herald in the Jewish New Year - the day of the
creation of the world (5783 is the year we are entering) - and in
which a new Divine energy is infused into all of creation for the
coming year - is when the shofar is sounded (this is the most
important moment and central Mitzvah of the Holy Day), and we
inaugurate G-d to be King over us and over the world. Such is the
value of the moment and why it is so important to be present in
shul.
There are many explanations as to why we sound the shofar on
Rosh Hashonah. Here, I think, is a novel one.
The three sounds of the shofar are: The long single sound - the
‘Tekiah’; the medium three sounds called ‘Shevarim’ and the short
nine staccato blasts called ‘Teruah’. These sounds represent the
three types of momentum with which we want to have our year
filled - the Leap, Skip & Gallop.
Using the analogy of football, the shofar sound is the
commencement of our own personal match season. In the
coming year’s ‘fixtures’, we are destined to encounter all kinds
of opponents and confront various challenges. Ideally, we want
to bring the Leap, Skip & Gallop into each situation we face. The
Tekiah sound - to enable us to leap over our adversities and easily
overcome them; The Shevarim - where we skip and glide over
the potholes that try to derail us; and the Teruah - a gallop, that
indicates forward movement; the upbeat sound of progression
towards our goals with positive momentum.

Wishing you a sweet and
prosperous New Year. May your
investments continue to grow.

The DEGREE of Difference
36one.co.za | info@36one.co.za | +(27) 10 501 0250
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But it may happen in the course of our ‘season’ that in some
‘games’, we get pinned back and struggle to get out of our own
final third of the field. This is where the Leap, Skip & Gallop seems
not to be available. In these situations we have to look at another,
deeper aspect of the shofar.

Late GREAT Syd Nomis with Rabbi Ilan Herrmann

necessitates the deeper effort - which results in bringing out the
greater sound!
This is the tactic of the ‘counter-attack’ that we too must carry
into the year as part of our strategic arsenal. If we should find
ourselves in that cornered situation, pinned in and facing a flood
of life’s pressures, the plan and approach should not be to throw
our hands up in defeat, become despondent, or lose hope. All
our ‘fixtures’ and encounters are there to bring out qualities
and potential that we have within our soul - the difficult ones
certainly so. Rather, we need to rally, to dig deep within and to
find and access the inner strength that creates the sound and
light, and to bounce back. The counter-attack can be so effective,
it can even turn the match around. From seeming defeat we can
taste victory. From gloom and darkness we can burst forth light,
confidence and clarity.
May we have a year filled with Leaping, Skipping and Galloping but should it be needed, let us keep on the bench, in reserve, the
counter- attack necessitated by that rainy, cloudy day.
Rav Ilan Herrmann has served and continues to serve as a
Congregational spiritual leader in South Africa for the past 25 years.
Ilan is also the publisher of the popular Soul Sport magazine….Rabbi
Ilan was also the ‘Rov’ of the Lions Shul in Doornfontein.

One of the reasons we are commanded to sound the shofar on
Rosh Hashonah is to realise an important lesson that we need to
carry into the year. In order to get the shofar to emit its sound, it
requires drawing on a dimension of inner-strength from the one
who blows it. Unlike talking and singing, where it is easy passage
to evoke the sound, the shofar sound requires a forceful push
from deep inside. Then the small opening from where we exert
our breath to blow, is emitted in the broad opening with a great,
forceful sound. The verse we say before sounding the shofar on
Rosh Hashonah directly speaks of this: ‘from the very constraint
and narrow position we call out..and a broad and expansive sound
is answered with ...’ The constraint and narrow position is what
STAN ROSH HASHANA 2022 5

The ‘’Jewish Olympics’’ A Great Success For Maccabi South Africa
Following two years of turmoil, uncertainty and delays due to the Covid
pandemic, over 9000 athletes from 59 countries took part in the 21st
Maccabi Games in Israel in July, 2022.
For Maccabi South Africa it was a challenging undertaking, having
to make all final plans and arrangements in six months instead of the
customary 12-18 months. Following a tricky period of hosting trials
throughout 2021 in accordance with Covid regulations, Team SA was
finalised in early 2022 and preparations began.
As an NPO, Maccabi SA traditionally fundraises to subsidise the
considerable cost of the Games, as well as to pay operational expenses.
Due to the tight timeline the pressure was immense, but thanks to a
successful Sports Quiz sponsored by Bidvest and RAM; a donation from
the King David Trust; a subsidy from Maccabi World Union; together
with other generous donations and sponsorships, over R4.8 million was
raised. The majority of this funding was used for the Maccabi SA Bursary
Programme, in which 56 athletes received financial assistance to attend
the Games.
Despite the many obstacles, in July 2022 Maccabi South Africa competed
in their 20th Games, having first competed at the 2nd Games in 1935.
The leadership team included Cliff Garrun (Chairman), Farrell Cohen
(Head of Delegation), Ros Goldin (Head of Games Committee), Jarred
Gronemann (Sports Director SA), Jared Poulton and Daniella Sher (Junior
Managers), and Saul Jackson (Sports Director WP). Team SA was also
very fortunate to have orthopaedic surgeon and sports specialist, Dr
Brad Gelbart, heading up the medical team.
Team SA in numbers:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

249: Total delegation members
140: Junior athletes
74 years: Oldest athlete, Moshe Duek (golf)
33: Maccabi SA’s biggest swim squad ever
31: Athletes have represented SA at various age group levels
18: Sports competed in
13 years: Youngest athlete, Dalya Swartz (swimming)

Team SA competed in two inaugural sports at the Games - padel and
surfing, as well as entered weightlifting for the first time since 1969.

Members of the Maccabi SA Rugby squad at the Kotel

Six members of Team SA took part in their 5th Maccabiah, some having
attended in different roles over the years: Barney Girnun (cricket); Clifford
Garrun (management and swimming), Farrell Cohen (management and
medical), Gadi Cohen (football and futsal), Jacqui Boyd (tennis), and
Rob Sulcas who remarkably competed in his 4th sport (squash, football,
tennis and padel).
The team once again featured a proud generational legacy with many
children and grandchildren of Maccabians taking part, including six sets
of fathers and sons. There were also 20 pairs of siblings.
Durbanite Adam Lipschitz (athletics) and Capetonian Jacqui Boyd (tennis)
were selected for the prestigious role of flagbearers and led Team SA into
Teddy Stadium at the impressive Opening Ceremony in Jerusalem.
Team Maccabi SA has a very successful track record at the Games and
in 2022 once again punched well above their weight. South Africa came
7th overall out of 59 countries, with all the teams ahead being 2-3
times bigger. SA won 51 medals in total, with swimming bringing home

U16 Netball Maccabi SA vs Maccabi Israel

Swimmer Hannah Roberston won Team SA Flagbearers Jacqui Boyd
the most individual medals
and Adam Lipschitz
a massive haul of 34 medals – the most medals won by Maccabi SA in
any sport at a single Games in Israel. The final medal tally was 15 gold,
13 silver and 23 bronze.
The most individual medals were won by swimmers: matric pupil Hannah
Robertson won six medals, including three golds, followed by Masters
swimmer Dave Letschert who won five medals, also including three
golds. Adam Lipschitz successfully defended his 2017 10km road race
title, while the team’s oldest competitor, Moshe Duek, won gold in the
Grand Masters golf nett competition.

DOMESTIC
• Car & Home
• General Liability
• Asset All Risk

AGRICULTURE
• Crop
• Assets
• Vine
• Weather

Special mention goes to tennis player Jacqui Boyd, competing in her 5th
Games. She dominated in her Masters age category, winning the gold in
both Singles and Mixed Doubles. Jacqui now has a total of nine Maccabi
medals, including seven golds.

COMMERCIAL

In the team sports, the Junior cricketers had a very successful tournament,
demolishing the opposition and winning gold for the 5th time, having
won at every Games since youth cricket was introduced.

• Marine
• Body Corporate
• Sectional Title
• Contract Works
• Professional Indemnity
• Cyber Risk Insurance

The Open rugby team, captained by the talented Stormers flanker
Hacjivah Dayimani whose late father was a Nigerian Igbo Jew, beat
Great Britain 33-6 in the 15’s final in front of a packed Wingate stadium.
The 7’s team, captained by Tom Walker, won silver. In another proud
legacy story, Tom’s dad Brett and his teammate Jordan Chait’s dad, Anton
(Maccabi SA Rugby Manager), played together at the 1989 Games, also
winning the gold.

SPECIALISED
• Specialised Liability
• Travel
• ProCycle Insurance
• Film Producers
• Indemnity & Weather Day

The u16 football team faced a very tough draw, but played with great
discipline and sportsmanship and won the Maccabi Football Fair Play
Award.

CYBER SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
The rapid pace of technological
advancements means digital platforms
are the lifeblood of many businesses.
But every organisation that has an online
presence is vulnerable to the severe
consequences of a cyber incident.

Maccabi SA’s biggest ever Swim squad

www.garrun-group.co.za
Authorised Financial Services Providers
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Team SA proudly featured 57 female athletes and officials. The u16
and u18 netball teams both won bronze medals and were excellent
ambassadors for women’s sport and Maccabi SA.

The Open Rugby team won gold for the 6th time
In addition to providing the opportunity to represent South Africa on
the world stage, Maccabi offers many other valuable experiences. Team
SA explored the culture and history of Israel, from Mt Hermon and the
Galilee down to the Dead Sea. There were also very moving visits to
Yad Vashem and many enjoyable hours spent in the Old City. A nachas
highlight was the barmitzvah ceremony at the Kotel for six members of
the rugby squad.
The Closing Ceremony in Tel Aviv was a fitting finale to an incredible two
weeks of fierce competition; connecting with Judaism; and cementing
new friendships with athletes from every corner of the globe. Following
the pandemic, more than ever the Maccabiah was a truly powerful
celebration of life.
The Maccabi Games is a massive undertaking and would not have been
possible without the support of the community. The Maccabi movement
worldwide is built on the spirit of volunteerism and South Africa is
fortunate to have a dedicated team of volunteers – officials, convenors,
coaches, managers and medical personnel - who generously give of their
time and skills. In addition, the support from all the parents, community
businesses and school sports facilities all contributed to deliver a
successful and memorable 2022 Maccabi Games. Kol hakavod!
Wishing you a good and sweet New Year – Shana Tovah.
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A “Destination” Chasene in a Zillion…..
Last week we went to the Zackon / Kaplan Chasene which was
held at the Grand Beach venue on the waterfront near the V & A
Waterfront…… What a Chasene it turned out to be…… Always here the
term “Destination” wedding, BUT … never really grasped the enormity
of such a Chasene and the organization that goes into it… This Tukka
was a destination Chasene ‘Proper’
The Grand Beach Café looked superb, with the most E-mazing weather
to have a outdoor Simcha……The Chuppah was done by Choni’G’ and it
was superb, and they had many area’s to sit, besides the actual banquet
tables and the guests chilled for 10 hours at the Chasene….. The
Catering was done by Avron’s Place, and it was all prepared Parev…….
The pre-dinner starters of Pasta’s and Sushi were outstanding, and then
at just before 6.00pm …. 6 hours after the Chuppah, the main course
of East Coast Soles and Fresh Salmon was served…… The Benching was
also done by Choni ‘G’ and was Tukka part of the Simcha….. Desserts
were served later and a Coffee Bar was available the whole evening…..
Really was a spectacular day over looking the Harbour ….. There was a
special area for all the Kinderlach / Einingklach that were invited and
they were kept busy with many activities….. 7 of my Einingklach were at
the Chasene and had the time of their lives…..…

Wishing you a

Gary & Lance Kaplan with
Choni “ G “

Lance & Clive Kaplan (USofA)

And a meaningful fast,
May your name be printed
in the book of life!

Yoni the Lion with Erin & Alexa

Glen Barkham ( Sydney) & Faith
Greenspan ( Edminton-Canada)

Tony & Karmen
My Barber for 49 years!

Chossen & Kallah ….. Josh & Rabbi’s Katz & Masinter
Kerryn Kaplan

Kerryn & Josh @ The Chuppah

• Supermarket • Feigels Delicatessan
• Hometown Pharmacy • Montagu Dried Fruit & Nuts
• SoSushi • Jozi Blue Coffee • La Mich Hair & Beauty
• CJ'S Party Shoppe • The Cleaning Brothers
• Chabad Bookshop

1 LONG AVENUE, GLENHAZEL

Go paperless.

Kerryn & Josh with the ‘Kappies’…..
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011 440 9517 | info@kosherworld.co.za | www.kosherworld.co.za
Trading Hours: Mon-Thurs 7am-10pm | Fri: 7am-4pm
| Sun: 8am - 10pm
Sat:1/2 Hour After
Shabbos
-10pm
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E-Mazing Pictures!

E-Mazing Pictures!

Andrew Mainz and Stan Smookler

Cuzzie Greg Hall with Stan, Ava & Lauren Cliff Kay & Stan Smookler in Heaven
‘Smookler’

Hotel School-Braamfontein Happy 80th Doc Leon Fisher with Daughters Ceryse & Andrea... Malcolm Purkey & Jules Hirschowitz---Highlands North High old boys (1964-1968)
Ou Coligny /Lichtenberg ‘Ooooom’
Morne

Clifton ....18 years ago

Mayor of Melbourne making a quick visit to the Eddie Bruce-Springbok Rower ......40 years ago
Beloved Country

Casey Shevel’s Umhlanga ‘Meisa’

Loinel Mallach @ Maccabi Rugger games with Taken @ Kevin Lutrin’s Barmy, 26 years
ago-Simon Kuper Hall
Hacjivah Dayimani SA Kaptein

Chabad of Umhlanga @ Comrades 2022

Late Jeff & Boet Ronnie. Ronnie was at Hotel Gideon Du Ples & Stan Smookler
School with me.

Mazeltov Stacey & Darren Bloch in Melbourne.

Highlands North High get together@ Houghton Basil Kletz (Chairman Potch Old boys) Stan
Smookler & Cecil (Solly) Sher
Golf Course

Its Elul

Cecil Sher, Late Mike ... Basil & Paul Kletz - Stan Smookler & Rob Schneider (Sydney)
Malapo 55 years ago-Ou lichtenbergers

Stan Smookler with Mayor of Melbourne Stan Dennis Cohen’s 30th Birthday ‘Amper 40 years Stan Smookler , Ralph Lewinsohn (Israel) &
Cesco Quattrocecere - Hotel School 1972-74
ago
Gordon
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A Fond farewell to my Chaver Gavin Shaw……
When I started at
SASFIN 18 years
ago, my Boss Steve
Romberg introduced
me to Gavin Shaw,
and gave me a bit
of advice ’Watch
him’….. for the next
18 years we sat right
next to each other,
and I could relate a
100 Meisa’s about
Gavin…..
Watch him was an understatement, and one day I was soooo ‘Oys
Gemattered’ from his pranks, I called everyone together and said “The
two of us are like Dogs”/ me being the Old Grumpy one and Gavin being
the puppy” who always wanted to play……
His main prank was tp put Cream on the phone, and as he saw me
walking into the Office, he would ring my phone, and for the first few
times he caught me and of course I was covered in cream….There after
I started watching him, and he would sit dead still, and my phone would
still ring….He got one of the others to call…..Once he was finished with
that prank, he used to take my car keys when I went to the Toilet, and
park my car on another level….Let me tell, when you get to the carpark
and your car is missing, you SKRIK……

Come by IDEAL and view our magniﬁcent range of Lazy Boy Recliners
and Designed Bedroom Suites!
BEST PRICES

One evening when going home, I could not find my car Keys and I was
working at a Simcha……Ran to the car park, and my car was there but no
keys….Grabbed the Boss’s keys and said I would take his car and leave
him there…He ‘skrikked’ and called the Gym where Gavin was training,
and they called him to the phone….Casually said “I told Smooks’ its in
a folder…..??? Next day he arrived with a tray of muffins as a peace
offering……
He was getting on everyone’s nerves one day, and I Rugger tackled him
through the office hardboard wall….and each day he had a different
prank…. The Prank of Pranks was one Friday I walked in and showed him
a pamphlet from a street vendor outside Investec Sandton advertising a
Dr Bhamjee who could detect your enemies before you knew you even
had, sort out your Love life, etc,etc…Call Dr Bhamjee… I go off to the
toilet and forget to lock my Komputta, he jumps in and sends Kyle a
note saying “Kyle please phone Dr Bhamjee” I think it’s a good lead….
When I come back I see a e-mail from Kyle” G-D bless you Stan, I got an
appointment for Monday…….. Go to my sent items and there is Gavin’s
e-mail to Kyle…..He ran soooo fast I could not catch him……..
Gavin passed away suddenly a month ago, and I Tukka lost someone
special…. I was reading a Meisa the other day and dedicate that to my
Chaver Gavin……
“I would have scratched your back”….LUV Smooks……..
A Lovely Meisa which I dedicate to my Late Chaver Gavin Shaw …….
A pauper was walking along the road, dejected and sad. It had been years
since his wife had smiled. G d had blessed them with a houseful of girls,
beautiful, wise and resourceful—each one a gem.
From the moment his eldest had come of age, matchmakers began
knocking on their door with suggestions of fine young men, Torah
scholars.
But alas, when they heard that there was no money for a dowry, they
turned away.
“Your daughters are wonderful,” they would say, “but how can we expect

011 887 5456
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a young man to join a family that cannot even contribute a few coins
toward the wedding celebration and settling the young couple in a new
home?”
As a last resort, he set out to beg, hopeful that his fellow Jews—“merciful
ones, the children of merciful ones”—would have pity on his family and
help him in his time of need.
But he was mistaken. It wasn’t that they were stingy or uncaring.
It was just that they too were poverty-stricken and had barely enough to
support their own families and those who had more were overextended,
fielding requests from far and near for assistance. Now, on his way
home, his mind was on his empty pocket and his wife’s impending
disappointment.
Barely noticing his surroundings, he leaned against a large tree, massaging
his back against its ample trunk.
“Hey, you!” he heard. “What are you doing here?
Don’t you know that you’re trespassing?”
Looking up, he suddenly realized that he had apparently wandered onto
the grounds of a grand manor, and that he was face to face with the
poritz, the feudal lord who had almost unlimited power in his realm.
“Oh, I am so sorry, Your Lordship,” he was quick to say. “I was simply
wandering around, feeling so alone and dejected about my sorry state
of affairs,
And I stopped to comfort my aching back against your tree. Please
forgive me for taking that simple pleasure, and I will be on my way.”
“Wait a moment,” said the poritz, not unkindly. “You look like a man who
has suffered in life. Please tell me more. Perhaps I can help you . . .”
“Oh, Your Lordship is too kind,” said the down-and-out man. “I was feeling
so alone. I am a father of daughters, and I desperately seek means with
which to help them get married, but why should you care about a poor
old Jew and his problems?”
“Dear man,” said the poritz, “please take this purse of coins, and marry
your daughters in gladness. I am an old man and have all the money I can
ever need—
it’s the joy of giving that I could use in life. Now go in peace.”
Still doubting whether it had all been a dream, the poor man stumbled
home. It was not long before word of the miraculous chain of events
spread through the village.
“What good fortune,” said one man to another? “Here’s our chance to
get rich.
Let’s go to that same estate and try our luck.”
Making their way to the rambling grounds, they promptly located a wellsuited tree and began to rub with vigour.
Sure enough, the master of the realm soon came to question them.
“Oh, Sire,” they said, “Please have pity! We were feeling so sad, so alone
and so hopeless that we decided to lean against your tree for a while,
taking advantage of the opportunity to massage our backs.”
“You’re charlatans, both of you,” thundered the lord, who had once been
a general and still knew how to bark an order. “Leave at once!”
As they humbly left the garden, one of them summoned up the temerity
to question the poritz. “How is it,” he queried,
“that when our friend was here, you greeted him so kindly, but when we
came and told you a similar story, you called our bluff?”
“It’s very simple. When a man is truly alone and he needs to scratch his
back, he has no choice but to lean against a tree trunk. But there are two
of you.
You could have rubbed each other’s backs. That told me that you weren’t
really as needy as you made yourselves out to be.”
When relating this parable, Chassidim would conclude: As long as one
has a friend, no situation is ever hopeless……
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Ray Jankelowitz’s memories of the ‘Old
Jewish Guild

Stan Smookler’s memories of the Jewish
Guild Club from 1975 ;

The Jewish Guild was originally called the Jewish Guild Memorial and
was set up as a cultural and meeting place for the Yidden of Joburg in
about the time after the end of the First World War Many returning
soldiers from both wars found this a place to meet and relax from the
very hard times then.

When we moved in......Nearly 50 years ago, the Guild was Tukka the
place, with rolling lawns, a ‘Groiser’ swimming Pool (could get 400 people
on a Sunday) and many sporting activities………..The Krok Twins Abe &
Solly had just taken over as the Balabos and their friend Jimmy Bunyan
and Joe Burg, re did the function room in wood…. Was such an E-mazing
venue …..Built to hold 250 which often stretched to over 300….. The
Venue pumped with a Barmy virtually every Saturday, 2 on Sunday and
at least two more Simcha’s mid-week….. Squeezed 500 in for the Krok’s
50th medieval banquet… which was quite an incredible Birthday, right
down to a ‘Nacked Madam’ jumping out the cake….

The building was on the corner of Von Brandis and Jeppe streets in
downtown Johannesburg. My parents, the late Phil and Sonia would
often take us there for a lunch treat in school holidays. They had a great
restaurant and their speciality was fried fish and chips with salad. The
waiter’s name was Sunday.
The entrance was bedecked with huge wooden plaques of the hundreds
of names of South African Jewish serviceman who had lost their
lives in all the conflicts during the 20th century including the War of
Independence. The concierge was an amazing ‘alte’ whose name I forget.
He would always be there in his military uniform to welcome everyone.
In the basement was the table tennis area which produced some very big
South African champions. The badminton was also played down there.
There was a huge hall where wonderful ‘Yiddisher’ productions were
played. Abe Krasnovsky was a brilliant actor. His daughters Rochelle and
Helene live in Sydney.
The hall was also used for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur as the shul
for mainly ex-service men…After the war ended in 1945 , the Guild
hired tennis courts from the council in Von Beek Street in Doornfontein.
This was where my late Dad began his tennis career. The club became
extremely popular and I remember hitting balls against the wall at the club
and learning from my dad to play . At that time I was about 6 years old. …
As the Jewish community began relocating to Orange Grove, Sydenham ,
Greenside, the controlling Board of which some very special people were
involved., found the property in Morningside on Rivonia Road . The club
then established a new home for all their sporting sections which over
time developed the Bowling, Tennis, Cricket and Hockey sections.

Bowls was of course the Main sport at the Club, and the 4 greens were
FULL every weekend, and I remember the Groundsman, Seymour Smith
trying to close the greens for a week/two to get them into trim…....he
got a lot of abuse…Seymour & his Late wife Ethel were there for many,
many years… and Terry Russel who ran the Pub…. Every August they
would have the Sylvia Dyne Bowls competition over 4 weeks…….. That
was graft, often getting 1,000 visitors for the important days….. That’s
a lot of ‘Bowlers Sandwiches’ which the Bowls association set the limt
you could charge….Started at 25c a bowler……The ‘Bounce Games on
a Sunday afternoon could see R5,000-R10,000 changing hands on the
bets…..Cards, gambling etc took place everywhere and on a rainy day all
the tables were taken yp with games…. The Sacks Tennis Trophy took
place every year and it was between the Guil & Wingate in Pretoia….one
year away, next at home…..

The Jankelowitz family were Tukka totally involved in most of the
sporting events…They were Late Phil, Sonia, Terry & Raymond ,Harold, &
Selwyn…..Uncles and Aunts plenty …
The Guild was soooo much to soooo many…. And the sad thing is when
they had to close, there was really nowhere to go, besides Beaconsfiled
and the TAC (Killarney)….This split the members terribly, and the Ruach
has never been reached again like the Old Jewish Guild….. It was used
as the Sandton Shul before they moved, and Louis Gecelter with his
wife Minnie, Daughter Gail and Zunnelle Colin actually stayed in the ‘old
house’ and looked after the place….. They started the Minnie Bersohn
Among these pioneers with amazing foresight were, Louis, Gerald and Nursery School and they also moved across the road to the Sandton
Sam Gecelter, Phil Jankelowitz, Louis Kriel, Louis Price, Maish Cohen, Joe Shul … The Club was also home to the Jewish Guild Orchestra under the
Rosen, Benny & Morrie Katzeff . Norman Danzig Hymie Kofsky & Lou Banner of Dr Solly Aronofsky…..
Abrams. This was in 1956 and so the Jewish Guild Country Club was
born. …In those days no highways so the schlep from Orange Grove was The ‘OLD’ Jewish Guild was Tukka a meeting place for Yidlach @ Simcha’s,
a mission but we all couldn’t wait for the weekend. We would spend the sports and recreation……That train Restaurant in the Parking lot, that
whole of Saturday and Sunday playing tennis, swimming and picnicking never served a meal……. The memories are Humungous of the Club…..
…As young kids this was so special to grow up in this amazing place with There is so much to be written and no one to right the history….????
these amenities.
Unfortunately all this ended with the sale of the property and the first
As the years moved on the cricket and hockey sections were started and move of the bowls club to Oldroyd Park in Observatory. The other
eventually the club merged with the famous Balfour Park and became sporting sections all folded.
a huge popular sporting venue……Stan & Pete later arrived and the hall The Bowls section carried on at different clubs for a few years and
was made very smart and the club had activity most days of the week. eventually ceased…. A very sad day for Yidden in Joburg…..I have always
So many of our children became Stan & Pete waiters. Everyone who had stayed near the old Guild and still drive past everyday…… A Holiday Inn,
Gym , Town Houses and Office blocks are now on the old Jewish Guild
a Simcha this was the place to be.
Site.
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Jokes……
For 30 years every day old Moishe ate at “Abe’s
Kosher Delicatessen.”
Old Moishe was an honoured guest and had his
own reserved stool at the counter.
He was loved by everyone and was generous to
all the servers and staff.
Abe, the owner loved Moishe too.
One day Moishe didn’t show at his regular time.
Abe was worried a bit as he realized Old Moishe
was a widower and lived alone but then got
busy and forgot about Moishes absence.
The next day, no Moishe. Now Abe was
worried. He phoned
Moishes number and got no answer. He even
called a few local hospitals and even called
Moishes daughter in Israel to no avail.
Abe couldn’t sleep that night wondering what
had happened.
Next day again no Moishe! Now Abe was really
concerned and just as he was about to call the
cops and 911.
Then he glanced out the window and saw
Moishe going into “Goldberg’s Deli” across the
street.
Abe took off out the door and raced across the
street narrowly missing getting hit be a bus and
confronted Moishe just as he was sitting down.
Abe screamed, “Where the hell have you been!
I lost sleep and spent good money phoning
around about you and what are you doing here
at Goldberg’s.
You know he’s my worst enemy! Explain to me
Moishe!!”
Moishe looked at Abe and said calmly, “Settle
down Abraham, settle down, you’ll be having a
heart attack. I’ll be telling you what happened
okay.”
“I went to the dentist 3 days ago and had one
of those root canals. Oy the pain!
The dentist gave me some pills and said
‘Moishe, for a few days eat on the other side.’”
( Oy …Vy)
The Tailor
Moshe is walking along Bond Street and
sees a little tailor’s shop named COHEN and
O’REILLY.
Moshe goes in and talks to the typical little
Jewish tailor behind the counter, telling him
how impressed he is that for once the Irish
and the Jews,
often at one another’s throats, have come
together like this...
The little Jewish man seems unmoved...’You
sopprized by dis!?’ he asks....
‘Well, yes’ says Moshe, still oozing

enthusiasm...’I mean...
COHEN and O’REILLY
working together in the
same shop.
I mean...It’s different!
It’s heartwarming!’
‘Vell’ says the little Jewish
tailor ‘Here’s annuder
soprize for you, I’m O’Reilly!
( Eishhhhhhhhhh….)
A crumbling old Synagogue building needed
remodelling, so, during his sermon,
the Rabbi made an impassioned appeal looking
directly at the richest man in town.
At the end of the sermon, the rich man stood
up and announced, “Rabbi, I will contribute
$1,000.”
Just then, plaster fell from the ceiling and
struck the rich man on the shoulder.
He promptly stood back up and shouted,
“Rabbi, I will increase my donation to $5,000.”
Before he could sit back down, plaster fell on
him again, and again he virtually screamed,
“Rabbi, I will double my last pledge.
“He sat down, and a larger chunk of plaster fell
on his head.
He stood up once more and hollered, “Rabbi, I
will give $20,000!”
This prompted the Cantor to shout, “Hit him
again,Hasem! Hit him again!”
Hello, that’s you, Abe?
Yes, dis is Abe...
It doesn’t sount like Abe
Vell, dis is Abe all right.
You’re positive it’s Abe?
Absolutely.
-ell, listen Abie, dis is Moe. Can you lend me
feefty punds?
Ven Abe comes in, I’ll tell him you called...
Three Bobba’s were sitting around and bragging
about their children.
Freda says, “Benny graduated with a first class
honours degree from Oxford
and he’s now a doctor making £250,000 a year
in Harley Street.”
Kitty says, “Sidney graduated with a first class
honours degree from Cambridge
and he’s now a lawyer making half a million
pounds a year and he lives in the City.”
Ethel says, “Abe never did well in school, never
went to university
but he now makes one million pounds a year
working as a sports repairman.”

The other two women ask, “So
what’s a sports repairman?”
Ethel replies, “He fixes football
matches, rugby matches, cricket
matches.....” ( Otazay……)
A Shul in Toronto had a President
who was a renowned businessman
But “Jewishly” well let’s say that he
was “ritually challenged”
On Rosh Hashanah the Gabbai offered him
an Aliyah
Panicked he said:
“No. No. No. I can’t read the Hebrew blessings
and will definitely embarrass myself”
The Gabbai replied:
“You have to take some honour. After all
you’re the President”
To which the businessman countered:
“Isn’t there anything else that I can do where I
don’t have to talk?”
The Gabbai thought for a minute and
suggested:
“How about Glila?”
The confused President replied:
“What’s Glila?”
“Simple” said the Gabbai
“You just come up after the Torah is lifted and
when the cover is in place
you put on the breastplate and the crown and
then sit down”
Relieved at the simplicity of the task the
President accepted the honour
And so right after the hagba (lifting) the
President came up put on the breastplate
and the crown and went back to his seat
The Gabbai came running after him and yelled:
“On the TORAH. On the TORAH!” ( Oy….Vy)
Once upon a time, a perfect man and a perfect
woman met. After a perfect courtship, they had
a perfect wedding at the London Hilton.
Their life together in Golders Green was, of
course, perfect. One snowy, stormy Christmas
Eve,
this perfect couple was driving their perfect
car (a Lexus) along a winding road in Hendon,
when they noticed someone at the side of the
road in distress.
Being the perfect couple, they stopped to help.
To their surprise, there stood Santa Claus with
a huge bundle of toys.
Although Jewish, they did not want to
disappoint any children on the eve of Christmas,
no matter what their religion.
So the perfect couple loaded Santa and his

toys into their car and soon they were driving along delivering toys.
Unfortunately, the driving conditions deteriorated and the perfect
couple and Santa Claus had a bad accident. Only one of them survived
the accident.
The mind-numbing question is: Who was the survivor?
Scroll down for the answer...
*
*
*
The perfect woman survived. She’s the only one who really existed in
the first place.
Everyone knows there is no Santa Claus and there is no such thing as
a perfect man.
Women: stop reading here. This is the end of the joke.
Men: keep on scrolling...
*
*
*
*
So, if there is no perfect man and no Santa Claus, the perfect woman
must have been driving.
And that explains why there was a car accident.
By the way, if you’re a woman and you’re reading this, this illustrates
another point:
Women never listen !!!!!!
Rabbi Epstein is a particularly tenacious clergyman
He simply can’t stand seeing Jewish people getting drunk
So one day he goes into a particular tavern frequented by Jewish
patrons
As he walks into the pub he sees Stan from shul
He asks:
“Stan. Do you want to go to heaven?”
The man replies:
“I do rabbi”
The rabbi says:
“Then stand over there against the wall”
The rabbi asks another man he recognizes:
“Do you want to got to heaven?”
“Certainly rabbi” is the man’s response
“Then stand over there against the wall” instructs the rabbi
The rabbi walks up to Chaim Yankel Rabinowitz and says:
“Do you want to go to heaven?”
Chaim Yankel shakes his head and replies:
“No. I don’t”
The rabbi is in disbelief and asks:
“You mean to tell me that when you die you don’t want to go to
heaven?”
Chaim Yankel says:
“Oh! When I die? Yes
I thought you were getting a group together to go right now” (
Otazay…………)
Moishe a Jewish cowboy rode into town and stopped at a saloon for a
drink.
Unfortunately, the locals always had a habit of picking on strangers,
which he was.
When he finished his drink, he found his horse had been stolen.
He went back into the bar, handily flipped his gun into the air, caught
it above his head without even looking and fired a shot into the ceiling.
“Which one of you sidewinders stole my horse?!?!?” he yelled with
surprising forcefulness.
No one answered. “Alright, I’m gonna have another beer, and if my
horse ain’t back outside by the time I finish,
I’m gonna do what I dun in Texas! And I don’t like to have to do what I
dun in Texas!”
Some of the locals shifted restlessly. The man, true to his word, had
another beer,
walked outside, and his horse has been returned to the post. He saddled
up and started to ride out of town.
The bartender wandered out of the bar and asked, “Say partner, before
you go... what happened in Texas?”
The cowboy turned back and said, “I had to walk home.” ( Ag
Neeeeeeeeeee……)
An American Jew visited Russia and was asked about life in America.
Thank G-d, he replied, life is good, and how is life in the Soviet Union?
“Here,” replied the Russian, “it is also good, but here we don’t say
thank G-d.
Here we say Thank Brezhnev.”
“What will you say when Brezhnev dies,” the American enquired.
“Then we will say thank G-d,” replied the Russian. ( Oyayoy…..)
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Israel Under Fire-By Rolene Marks......

The site of the Iron Dome stood upon a hill in Modiin is both
comforting – and yet fills me with dread. Israelis know that when Iron
Dome batteries are rolled out across our cities, that we will face the
now all too familiar barrages of rockets and mortars, fired by terror
entities in the Gaza strip.
Rockets launched from Gaza Strip towards Israel is seen as rocket by
Iron Dome anti-missile system is fired to intercept them near Modiin
Last Friday, the IDF launched Operation Breaking Dawn, preemptively
striking, with pinpoint precision, Palestinian Islamic Jihad targets in
the Gaza strip. Following the arrest of PIJ leader, Bassam al Saadi
during counter-terror operations in Jenin in the West Bank, military
and security officials had received intelligence that the terror group
was planning on launching attacks on Israeli civilians. The IDF moved
quickly – shutting down access roads to the Gaza border, locking
down communities and shutting off train services between the city
of Ashkelon and Sderot, the most bunkered town in the world.
Israelis waited for the storm that would inevitably follow the tense
calm.
The storm started with barrage after barrage of rockets fired at Israel’s
southern communities. Over 1 500 000 of us who live within an
80 kilometre radius were advised by the IDF Home Front Command
about the dangers of incoming rockets. City after city opened their
public shelters and families prepared their personal shelters for any
inevitability.
The sirens wailed, the booms from Iron Dome interceptions followed
and the cycle continued. My peaceful Shabbat reverie was interrupted
on Saturday by the wails of our siren, sending my husband and I (and
our very disciplined cat) running into the shelter. A boom followed.
An explosion was reported just outside the city that left a small
crater in the ground. The obligatory “are you guys okay?” What’s App
messages soon circulated amongst everyone.
I am not embarrassed to share that sirens scare me. The warning wail
of an air raid siren makes me anxious – a feeling shared by many of
us. Despite working in the media and being particularly busy during
these times of tension, I still feel anxiety and tension.
Palestinian Islamic Jihad would continue to pound our Southern
communities but would also fire rockets as far as Tel Aviv, Beer Sheba
in the Negev desert and Jerusalem, a city holy to Jews, Christians and
Muslims. They fired their weapons of destruction towards Jerusalem
on Tisha B’Av, a day of fasting, reflection and mourning for our holy
Temples that has been destroyed.
At 23h30 on Sunday night, an Egyptian brokered ceasefire had
gone into place, ending 66 hours of fighting. The IDF claimed it has
achieved all of their aims and it believed PIJ, pressured by Hamas who
stayed out of the fray (for a variety of reasons but don’t be fooled into
thinking they are going soft!) to accept. By the end of the weekend
1 100 rockets had been fired by PIJ, 47 Israelis injured, 95% of

Consolidation 2022………………………
incoming rockets intercepted by Iron Dome systems (thank G-d for
our “Domey’s”) and over 200 misfired rockets falling in the Gaza strip,
killing 16 out of 27 civilian casualties. This has been acknowledged
by Gaza media as well as PIJ who have offered compensation to
the families of the victims. Will they pay from their swollen Iranianbacked coffers?
Living on the frontline are Israel’s southern communities. You couldn’t
meet more extraordinary people. I visit the south often, taking groups
or individuals to visit our rocket proof WIZO daycare centres and to
meet with the staff who work at our centre that helps the people
of Sderot and surrounds cope with the profound trauma they have
experienced for several decades.
The people of Israel’s south are exceptional and a true inspiration. They
have a fierce spirit of Zionism and community and are determined
not only to stay put and not be chased out of their homes and their
towns; but they experience trauma few of us can understand. Over
the last two decades, through countless attacks, children have grown
up with the all to-familiar sound of “Tseva Adom” (Red Alert) being
called out from speakers. Sirens do not wail because that is far too
scary for many. There are teenagers who still wet the bed, small
children who can recite exactly what they need to do when they
hear “Tseva Adom” and parents who feel the strain of helping their
children deal with their PTSD while coping with their own.
Just before the Covid pandemic, I had the privilege of leading a WIZO
delegation on a visit to the south that included visiting our rocketproof daycare centres, trauma centre, a terror tunnel with an exit
point in the middle of a sunflower farm as well as a visit to Kibbutz
Netiv Ha’asara, located just metres from the wall that divides Israeli
sovereign territory from the beleaguered strip.
The residents have buried several of their own over the years, who
have been killed as a result of rocket attacks. It is this kibbutz that in
2014 reported “strange digging noises beneath us”. WIZO evacuated
the entire kibbutz, hosting residents in our projects further up north.
This past weekend, my heart sank every time I saw the alerts for the
incoming rockets and mortars.
The residents have fought back in the most Israeli way possible. They
have started a project called “Path to Peace”. Visitors are encouraged
to choose a small tile from the collection made on the kibbutz and
place it on the “peace wall” that divides Palestinians and Israelis,
in the hope that the message of peace will someday manifest into
reality. They have hope. Hope is the greatest weapon against hate.
Israelis carry that hope in our hearts. Make no mistake, we will defend
ourselves with everything we have but will stubbornly pursue hope
with everything we are.
This resilience is the spirit of the south, it is the character of Israel
and it is why try as hard as they might, terrorists will never defeat us.
Am Yisrael Chai !
The ever-growing Peace Wall Mosaic at Kibbutz Netiv Ha’asara. Photo:
courtesy
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What is actually
going to happen
to the ‘Yiddisher’
community in the
‘Beloved Country’
looking ahead..???
The Corona Virus ,
….. plus the rioting
in July, has put a
huge damper on the
country, with many
people looking at
Immigration as the
answer? Even with
the Civid danger
subsiding, we find
that the economy is
still battling and in a
mess….
What happens to the Community that is left, which will be much
smaller, BUT….still have the infrastructure that has been created,
to take care of….???? Methinks that because the community is a
very close knit unit by and large, things should stay the same…
BUT…….it is not what the ‘Yiddisher’ community want, BUT….what
the country wants, and methinks that things are very volatile at
the moment, and the insecurity with our Government ‘Balabatim’
is at danger point ……. With the ‘Buffalo’ (Cyril Ramaphosa) the
Presidente, without much power…… That is a reality…….. And the
Jacob Zuma supporters are all over the cabinet still, with only
a few side-lined …. Going forward, things will become more
difficult, and the ‘Yiddisher’ community are already battling to
make ends meet…. People have become unemployed, with very
little chance of finding new employment.
Since ’94, the position/condition of the majority of the population
has Tukka gone down, and only a small amount of previously
disadvantaged people have benefited and of course the High
fliers, who have been scoring off Tenders fraud/state capture etc.
…How long can Souff Effrikka afford the cost of ‘Gunvining’ on
the humungous scale that has been going on…….??? There is a
definite slow down since Cyril Ramaphosa came in, BUT…..soooo
much still to do…
.
The Souff Effrikken ‘Ethos’ has been destroyed by the
Governments continual inaction against crime, Kamikaze Taxi
gangsters, Unions etc……. and now the latest bombshell is the
‘organized’ Rioting / looting that took place in July……..This
is a ‘Groiser’ one, and I believe that by now, someone should
have been arrested as the Ringleader of the Tzorris…..…. BUT….
looking back at past mistakes by the Government in dealing with
these things has been disastrous, and one only has to look at
Eishhhhhkom, Hellkom, SAA etc, and be very worried about how
they will manage to successfully put an end to such destruction….
Looking at R50b minimum…

‘ our due to huge /fraud & irregularities
Then there are a small minority of the population called ‘Yidden’
trying to carry on ‘as normal’…..not possible, and NOTHING
has been done to start consolidating resources, and NO one
has stepped up to make it happen…..????….. Unfortunately, the
community is an ageing community, and it is that much more
difficult to maintain the huge infrastructure that we have……
Immigration is a reality, and according to stats, many Yidden
starting making Aliyah, as it has become too difficult for families to
manage in the normal immigration haunts like Oz, USofA ,UK and
Canada …………Times are very hard at the moment, and proper
leadership is needed to keep the community intact ….Continually
stretching scarce ‘Yiddisher’ resources, will see a total collapse of
the community…. We saw that Our Parents’ Home in Oaklands
had to be closed down, due to failing numbers and rising costs….
And many of the Shul’s are battling to stay open, due to the failure
of congregants not returning after the Covid pandemic and deaths
during Covid, and Immigration which is a big one….. How long
will all the Yiddisher Schools be able to be viable, with numbers
dropping every year….????? … We have seen Shuls curtaining off
part of the seating, so the Shul’s do not look ‘Umadik’ (Empty)……
On the brighter side (if there is one) many Yidden are starting
to make Israel as their first choice for Immigration, and that is
wonderful to see…..Not only youngsters as in the past, BUT…..
many family units are starting to make Aliyah ……it’s wonderful to
see, but we are losing many top members of the community……..
At the moment there is a ‘Skrikky’ amount of Yidden who have
fallen on bad times, and in most cases it is a question of not
how they got into these situations, BUT…..with the Coronavirus /
economy as weak as it was, and the difficulty for 40 / 50 year olds
that have been retrenched to get employment is really sad, and
methinks it will still get worse, and I am not convinced that we will
get out of the tough cycle quickly, and it could take many years to
come right..?????? What we have to ask ourselves, what happens
now…???? Does the Community keep growing in every direction,
or should we not consolidate, and work together…??????
Time for the ‘Balabatim’ to make some wise choices……
Stan The Good Shabbos Man.

The recession we find ourselves in, will get worse before it gets
better, and the population are suffering, big time….. Not an
industry that has not been affected, and what remedial action
do the ‘Men from the Ministry’ take - None…..and even is such
grave times as the Covid pandemic, the Man entrusted to lead
the Country through the ‘HEALTH’ pandemic, has been ‘skopped
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Sandringham Strip in the Shtetl……….
Glenhazel.
The Sandringham ‘Kosher’ strip is Tukka still a very good shopping
area, with most of the Shopkella’s having had a ‘Makeover’…. The
Shopkella’s offer Good wholesome ‘Gericten’ for the Yidden and it
continues to E-maze……..
Tiberius Fish Shoppe, owned by Barry Beder , an old Hotel School
Chaver. Has been going for many years and continues to come up
with new dishes …. His Fish Burger is E-mazing and I must say that
their ‘Vis & Tjips’ are the best…….. Fresher fish is still in the sea……
Barry has been on the strip for many years, and one of the only
original pioneers who opened up on the Strip………The fish offering
is superb, and he also does a lot of Baking, and his Banana breads
are to die for……Barry also Catering and does many Simcha’s,
Brocha’s etc…..…….
Maxi’s Butcher & Chicken Shop has some E-mazing items on offer,
and there Biltong & Dried Boerie’s is always available….. They have
Braaaaaaaaaaaied meat, and you can order it pre-cooked, and save
the hassle…….
Trevor is always trying new ‘Gerichten’ and his Smoked Pastrami
is a winner….. A large variety of Poultry products available…..They
again had the Lag’B’Omer get together which was really lovely,
with the Yiddisher Gerichten which was Geschmuck …… One
of our Chefs Drikkus has been @ Maxi’s for the past few years,
making dishes for take-ways…..

MAXI DISCOUNT KOSHER
Butchery, Sandringham
‘Kosher’ Strip....
Now also the best ‘Chix’ in town

Tel: (011) 485-1485
GR888888888888 ‘Biltong + Boeries’, Dry Wors…

PEOPLE WILL
SHOW
KINDNESS
TO ONE
ANOTHER.
Hatzolah Medical Rescue JHB

@HatzolahSA

@hatzolahsa

Moshiach is the change. Learn more.
www.wewantmoshiachnow.net

29 Durham Street, Raedene Tel (Office): 0860 100 101, info@hatzolah.co.za, www.hatzolah.co.za
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The
Simcha
Guide!

Jokes……
An elegantly dressed man starts up the steps of
a large temple on Rosh Hashana
At the front door a security guard stops him
and asks:
“Are you a member of this synagogue sir?”
The man responds with a:
“ No”
The guard continues:
“Did you purchase a ticket to attend Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur services here?”
The man says:
“No. I did not”
The guard is apologetic and explains:
“I’m sorry. But you are forbidden to enter the
synagogue then”
The man is desperate and pleads:
“But I have a very important message to give to
Mr. Brian Goldstein
It’s a matter of the greatest importance and in
fact is an emergency
You have to let me in to speak with him”
The guard relents and says:
“OK. OK. I’ll let you in
But if I catch you praying...” ( Sounds familiar….)
Just before Rosh Hashana, a team of terrorists
invades the shul and takes the rabbi, the
cantor and the shul president hostage.
Hours later, the governor stands tough,
he won’t give them a million dollars, nor a
getaway car, nor a Jumbo Jet.
The terrorists gather the three hostages in
a corner and inform them that things look bad
and they’re going to have to shoot them.
Nevertheless, to show that they’re not really
a bad bunch, they’ll grant each hostage one
wish. “Please,” says the rabbi,
“for the last two months I’ve been working on
my Rosh Hashanah Sermon.
What a waste to die now without having
delivered it before an audience. I’ll go happily
if you let me recite my sermon.
It’s an hour-ninety minutes long tops.”
They promise to grant him the wish. “Please,”
says the cantor, “after 50 years I’ve finally
gotten the ‘Hinneni’ prayer just right.
What a waste to die and not sing it to an
audience. It’s only about 45 minutes long then I’ll go happily.”
The terrorists promise to grant the cantor his
wish too and they turn to the shul president.
What is your wish?
“Please,” says the
president with tears in his eyes, “shoot me
first!” ( Oy……………..)
Now with the new year starting I am going to
take a Viagra pill
with shoe polish so that every morning I will
rise and shine.
If smoking is so bad for you , how come it
cures salmon.?
On his way out of the Synagogue, Bob stopped
at the door to speak to the Rabbi.
“Would it be right,” he asked, “for a person to
profit from the mistakes of another?”
“Absolutely not!” replied the Rabbi.
“In that case,” said the young man,
“I wonder if you’d consider returning the R1,000
I paid you to marry my wife and me last July?”
Rabbi Bloom enters the first grade Hebrew
class.

It will soon be Rosh Hashanah
and he’s there to blow the
shofar for them.
But before he does, he
decides to ask them a
relevant question.
So hiding his shofar behind
his back, he says to the class,
“Shalom, boys and girls. I
have a question for you.
Can anyone here tell me what
we will see in shul on Rosh
Hashanah
but which we would not normally see in
shul at other times of the year?”
Little Samuel puts up his hand and says, “I
know the answer, rabbi.
It’s my Uncle Joe and Aunt Betty.”
”Purim is for alcoholics. Pesach is for OCDs.
Shavuos is for insomniacs, and Lag B’omer is
for pyromaniacs who weren’t satisfied with
Chanuka.
Tisha B’Av is for manic depressives and Rosh
Hashana is for people who obsess over dying.
Yom Kippur is for anorexics and Sukkos is for
the homeless.
Simchas Torah is for those in their happier
stages of bipolar.
Mi K’Amcha Yisroel. ... and people still wonder
why the Jews invented psychology.” (OY……….)
Two terrorists in afghan were making letter
bombs .
After they had finished , one said.
‘’Do you think I put enough explosives in this
envelope .
The other one said, ‘’ I do not know, open and
see’’
The fist terrorist said, ‘’ But it will explode.?’’
The other one said. ‘’ Do not be stupid .?
It is not addressed to you.’’ ( Eitaaaaaaaa….)
A man had recently moved and was filling out
forms at his local police station:
Has your driver’s license ever been suspended
or revoked?
“No, never.”
Have you ever been convicted of a DUI (driving
under the influence)?
“Oh yes, lots of times!”
Have you ever been convicted of a drivingrelated felony?
“Yeah, three of them.”
At this point, the officer stopped to ask:
“Well wait a minute, if you have all of these
DUIs and felonies, how come your license has
never been suspended or revoked?”
The man responds: “Never got one.” ( Ag
Neeeeeeeeee….)
The proprietor of a small village drugstore
was called out one sleepy summer morning,
leaving the establishment temporarily under
the sole management of a very young, and
very uneducated, clerk.
“Just answer the phone if it rings, Jim,”
instructed the proprietor.
The phone rang.
“Hello,” said the clerk.
“Do you have streptomycin and aureomycin?”
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asked a voice at the other
end.
The clerk scratched his
head, then said, “Ma’am,
when I said ‘Hello’ I told
you everything I know.”
As a way to compensate
for their absence, a group
of golfing buddies decided
to all pitch in twenty bucks
and one with the best golf
score would take their wife
dancing and dinner.
The wives liked this idea since it was more than
they had before.
Fred’s wife was especially wanting him to win
and the moment he returned after golfing she
excitedly asked,
“Are we having a special dinner tonight Fred?”
“Yes we are my dear, how does Peking Duck
sound?”
She said, “That sounds great.”
Fred replied, “Good, while driving over the
pond on the 7th hole, I accidentally hit one.
All we need now is the recipe.” (
Einaaaaaaaaaaaaah…..)
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Blonde Cookbook …..
It’s fun to cook for Bob. Today I made angel
food cake. The recipe said beat 12 eggs
separately.
The neighbours were nice enough to loan me
the extra bowls.
He wanted fruit salad for supper. The recipe
said serve without dressing.
So I didn’t dress. What a surprise when he
brought a friend home for dinner.
A good day for rice. The recipe said wash
thoroughly before steaming the rice.
It seemed kind of silly but I took a bath
anyway. I can’t say it improved the rice any.
Today he asked for salad again I tried a new
recipe. It said prepare ingredients;
lay on a bed of lettuce one hour before
serving. Asked me why I was rolling around in
the garden..
I found an easy recipe for cookies. It said put
the ingredients in a bowl and beat it..
There must have been something wrong with
this recipe.
When I got back, everything was the same as
when I left.
He did the shopping today and brought home
a chicken. He asked me to dress it for Sunday.
I don’t have any clothes that fit it, and for
some reason he keeps counting to ten.
I wanted to serve roast but all I had was
hamburger. Suddenly I had a flash of genius.
I put the hamburger in the oven and set the
controls for roast.
It still came out hamburger, much to my
disappointment.
DEAR DIARY. This has been a very exciting
week! I am eager for tomorrow to come so I
can try out a new recipe.
If I can talk my husband into buying a bigger
oven, I would like to surprise him with a
chocolate moose.
Lord, keep your arm around my shoulder and
your hand over my mouth. Amen!

in the business
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Food ,Glorious food……………2022
Not Glorious at all……

about another ‘Wave’ in late September, and if this proves to be a strong
strain, could again knock the Simcha industry…

Very few industries have been hit as hard as the Food industry, and
I wonder if it will ever recover to what it was….. It is one of the most
difficult labour intensive industries around, and many of the ‘Wekkers’
experience totally crazy hours and working conditions…..

A Paradigm shift in
culinary tastes from
conventional
to Avnate Garde..
Only for the contemporary
palate not for the ordinary or
mundane

Tel: 011 786 7948
Email: cateringbyriva@gmail.com

The Coronavirus has Tukka smashed the ‘Kosher’ food industry to pieces
and quite a few places have closed, or on the verge…… The only way they
can survive, so that when the Pandemic clears, there is still an Industry
going is to get support from the public….

It is not only the Food side that has suffered, but the Music, Decor,
Hiring, waiters etc have been even worse affected, with some having NO
business …. Hopefully things will pick up for them also …..

Please note that the adverts used for the Simcha Guide, are NOT paid
adverts but a hope that they will make a strong comeback when, IF times
changes……Today everything is blamed on Covid, and I think the Cartoon
says it all…….

We have seen the shrinking of Food outlets over the past two years
already, and Methinks we will see more…..BUT…..the lure is there and
as one closes another opens, which in normal circumstances would be
GR888888 for the public, BUT….unfortunately many have lost a lot of
money…… This year saw the expansion of the Segell’s sausage brand,
and they closed the Coffee outlet and expanded into a restaurant……
The MOOOZ Milchik coffee/Pizza Shoppe has also expanded next
door into the old friend’s restaurant area….. In Genesis they have made
the Phat Joe’s restaurant into a Kosher Pizzeria….and although Gary
Friedman Catering closed down due to Covid; Gary has reopened as G
& T Caterers and has his kitchen under the Segell’s Sausage Butcher/
Restaurant….
With the Closing of Mit Tziyun and Friends, there is Tukka no Ballabatishe
Kosher restaurant for people to Take Business/Overseas associates…..
Kosher Nando’s is the closet…. The others are lovely out lets to take the
family, BUT….not ‘’Balabatish’ enough to take the Business clients ….. We
have some Gr8888888 family ones like Burger ‘n Brew, Michelos, RTG,
Segell’s etc…. Frangelico’s is very good for meetings….. (Can’t name all
the outlets, BUT….They are good)
The next problem which will affect the Kosher Restaurant/Caterer
market is the immigration of a lot of Yidden…. These are mainly the group
that spends on leisure food, and in a few years (not to many), we will be
left with a much older profile of Yid, who has very little need for Dinning
out, and have paid for all their Kinderlach’ s Bar/Bat mitzvah’s, Chasene’s
etc…..
Another problem I see is that as the community shrinks, so the Beth Din
“ Seem” to have become VERY lenient, and rules that have applied for
the past 50 years, don’t seem to hold these days, and the ‘Kosher Style’
Catering has become ‘Rosh’…..
I have been asking for the past 50 years.. ”What is a Kosher Style
Caterer…??? And no one, including the Beth Din has an answer, BUT…..
the past year has seen the creation of at least 30 Kosher Style Caterers….
Some advertise Kosher, not under Beth Din, other advertise Kosher
Style, Meat is Kosher, don’t mix Meat & Milk etc… Very puzzling why
none of them want to go Kosher under The Beth Din…..????
With the Covid restrictions falling away, we have seen a surge in bigger
Simcha’s, and although it is not at the pre-Covid level, I believe the
Simcha Industry will grow…..Again, it is VERY risky, as they are talking
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Beverage Control/ Barman Services
Beverage control at Weddings, Barmitzvah’s, Hotels and Corporate functions.I also do
Barman services for all functions. No function is to big or to small. 20 Years experience
My duties/role are as follow:
• Take stock on arrival of all liquor and control for duration of function
• Control stock for client, if client brought stock in
• Determine Corkage at end of function if client brought stock in
• Add stock and take closing stock at closing of function
• Determine bill at end of function on actual stock used, to compare it with Tills/
Computers for payment

Contact us

011-907-7882
info@dspress.co.za
www.dspress.co.za
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

posters
desk pads
catalogues
pamphlets
brochures
folders
posters

We deliver
nationwide
Est

1983

39A 5th Avenue, Alberton North
• banners
• programs
• header cards
• calendars
• colour brochures
• diaries
• computer forms
• invitations
• business cards
• certificates
• pads
• newsletters
• packaging
• invoice books

www.benchingcards.com

PROUD MEMBER OF

NATIONAL OFFICE
The Braids, Block D Ground Floor
113 Bowling Avenue
Gallo Manor
2191
P O Box 1396
Gallo Manor
2052

• envelopes
• manuals
• magazines
• letterheads
... and more

3695 / S.37

Telephone: (011) 287 1160
Fax: (011) 287 1179

5th February 2014

To : Chamber Directors / Managers
Dear Sir/Madam,

School Calendar for Learners in Public Schools for the year 2015
Coastal Provinces: Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Northern Cape and Western Cape
Term

Duration

Number
of weeks

Number of
days

Number of
Public Holidays

Actual no. of
school days

1
2
3
4
Total

(19) 21 Jan. - 1 April
13 April - 26 June
20 July - 2 Oct.
12 Oct. – (11) 9 Dec.

11
11
11
09
42

(53) 51
55
55
(45) 43
(208) 204

0
3+1
2+1
0
5+2

(53) 51
51
52
(45) 43
(201) 197

Inland Provinces: Free State, Gauteng, Limpopo, Mpumalanga and North West
Term

Duration

Number
of weeks

Number of
days

Number of
Public Holidays

Actual no. of
school days

1
2
3
4
Total

(12) 14 Jan. - 25 March
13 April - 26 June
20 July - 2 Oct.
12 Oct. – (11) 9 Dec.

11
11
11
09
42

(53) 51
55
55
(45) 43
(208) 204

0
3+1
2+1
0
5+2

(53) 51
51
52
(45) 43
(201) 197

N.B: Dates in brackets ( ) are for Educators.

FOR ALL YOUR - LITHO - DIGITAL - WIDE FORMAT - PRINTING

The information has been compiled from the official source (Government Gazette), and whilst
every effort is made in ensuring that the information supplied to us is correct, PIFSA (PRINTING
SA) cannot be held responsible for any changes or inaccuracies by the Department.
The dates above have been extracted from the Government Gazette No.36841 Notice No.941.
Yours sincerely,

Maria Silveiro
PIFSA Administrator
Printing Industries Federation of South Africa NPC (Reg No. 1990/001772/08)
Chief Executive Officer: P Lacy
Non-Executive Directors: DH Joubert (President), FV Tshiqi (Past President)
Executive Directors: CS de Jager, P Lacy (CEO), KA Leid (British), GN Warren
Company Secretary: DL Garz
PRINTING SA is a trademark of PIFSA NPC

E-mail: pifsa@pifsa.org

www.pifsa.org
www.printingsa.org
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Nothing too big or too small
Lee Tobin 073 022 8133
Event Coordinater
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“Rugger” By Stan The Good Shabbos Man.

David Shapiro ‘OUR’ local SASFIN ‘DJ’……
In spite of all these challenges, the Rugger of Late has been nail biting
stuff and if one looks at the Lions tour, it was soooo close and was one by
one Late kick in the third test…… As World Cup winners the Bokke have
not been toooo impressive, BUT…. had the odd E-mazing game……Can
they win in France, I doubt it….. Methinks it will be an outsider Country
that takes the next World Cup…..

Wow, Rugger has certainly become VERY exciting with every test played
the past 18 months being a do or die event, with most nations showing
that they have the ability to win the World cup that sooooo many believe
is the Holy Grail’ of Rugger..
Covid 19 starved the Rugger world of exciting games, and the lean spell
that the ‘Mighty’ All Blacks have had lately has really opened the game
up, with the Puma’s showing some dazzling running skills…. This has
allowed the rest to believe that they have a good chance of competing
with the AB’s which Methinks is temporary, and they will come back
stronger…… This years Rugger Championships has come down to the last
games Erev Yomtov…. with the Boks & All Blacks playing for the Cup…….
Has been an E-mazing tournament of GOOD Rugger all round…. BUT….

One of the best Rugger experiences I have had was when my old Chaver,
Aubrey Girnun (Late Syd Nomis’s brother in Law) contacted me as he
was arranging a Rugger Sports dinner in aid of the Yiddisher Maccabi
Shpielers that were going to the Maccabi Games (1997)…. Had many
meetings with the committee and eventually the Transvaal Rugger Union,
under Ironman Jannie Le Roux gave permission for a Kosher Caterer to
come and Cater at Ellis Park in the New Conference room under the
popular side stands….It was a major victory for Yidden….. They ended
having 500 guests and at each table, sat a BOK….. Was such a special
Rugger evening…..Remember taking my Zunnelle Martin & some of his
chavers, and they had Hannes Strydom at their table ….. During that
Dinner preparation, they put together the Painting of the Springbok
Rugger Minyan….which was painted by Richie Ryall, a Bok Cricketer and
that picture has been used a ‘Zillion’ times in the last 25 years ….. At the
auction on the night, the Late Mendel Kaplan bought the original for
R155,000, which was massive 25 years ago, and permission was given
to reprint copies, and for it to be used …..Those were Tukka the good ‘ol
days…………………………

My worries are that every season, new and more complex rules are
being applied, and one only has to look at the Scrums, and you realise
that they have changed scrumming laws soooooooo often, that the
‘Shpielers’ themselves are not certain, which is the correct way….What
happened to a good ‘ol scrum, where both packs went down, ‘moered’
each other, and the ball seemed to still come out……This touch, pause,
bind…or whatever it is..?? and it depends on how the Ref calls it, and how
many scrum penalties have actually changed the result of very important
games….Scrums are just one example….the lineouts are not much better,
rules wise……
Next worry is the play time of the top ‘Shpielers’…….My gosh, they are
playing virtually the whole year, with a few weeks here and there off…..Yes,
people say that what they are being paid, they must play, BUT….’Rugger’
is a very strenuous game, and the amount of Shpielers being injured
week in, week out, is effecting standards, with sooooo many ‘Shpielers’
out at any one time…
The Ref saga continues to ruin the game, and the many ‘Couch’ experts
don’t make it Lekker to watch the best Games around….. Every BIG game
these days has a post mortem and the common denominator seems to
be the Refs, which is actually spoiling ‘sportsmanship’, with OUR very
own Rassie Erasmus making that E-mazing video, which mysteriously got
leaked , which really started the ball rolling….Its actually quite easy for any
IT E-fundi, to take snips and come up with strange decisions….In Rassie’s
tape, a few Bokke could have got RED cards, BUT….those clips were not
used…. A tightening up of good Refs is needed, BUT…. this continuous
moaning and groaning is not necessary….What happened to the good
old saying” Play to the whistle”….. When there is an infringement, 15
Shpielers are shouting at the Ref, before ehe can even blow his whistle
……

Stan with the GR888888 Late Syd Nomis & Barney Girnun (Syd’s
nephew)
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Dave sent me a sporting Yomtov article…….. Tukka die hard Arsenal
fans throughout his family…
Recently, my grandson, Gideon, who lives in Boston, produced a warm,
touching, and comical video for a school project, illuminating how
our family’s loyal support of an English Premier League football club
had brought him a lot closer to his grandfather, uncles, and cousins
scattered around the world. It also had connected him with his greatgrandfather, who passed away in 2000, seven years before he was
born.
Following Arsenal is a family obsession that started with my father,
Archie in 1927 and has been passed on to his four sons, eight
grandsons, and eleven great-grandsons. It was only on my father’s
death that we learnt of the source of his support. Among his papers
were neatly kept articles, letters, and photographs that he had
accumulated as a young boy growing up in Turffontein. One particular
article, dated 1927, was from a weekly boy’s magazine called The
Magnet, which featured “an interesting and informative article about
Arsenal, runners-up in last season’s FA Cup Competition”. While
supporting Arsenal we have had more bleak seasons than cheerful
ones, we’re still grateful that my dad did not choose Middlesborough,
the team that was showcased in The Magnet the following week.
Although our front lawn in Mowbray Road, Greenside was nicknamed
“Highbury” it would be years before any of us managed to visit the
hallowed ground in Islington. Still, in the 1960s English teams made
regular visits to South Africa. In 1961, double-winners, Tottenham
Hotspurs arrived, followed by Bolton Wanderers and Preston North
End to name a few. Arsenal, managed by former England captain, Billy
Wright, came to our shores in 1964 to play five friendlies, all of which
they won.
To see my heroes, winger Georgie Armstrong and centre forward Joe
Baker was a dream come true, marred only by one small incident. In
those days, replica kits were not commercially available. On a business
trip to London, though, my dad had managed to buy a junior-sized
Arsenal jersey, with its famous red vest and white sleeves, which I
claimed. But fate intervened. When my mother washed the garment
ahead of the game, the colours ran leaving the sleeves a bright pink,
and me a tantrum purple.
Without question, the family’s greatest Arsenal moment was 26
May 1989, the final game of the 1988-89 season and a title decider
between Liverpool and Arsenal. Arsenal had to beat Liverpool by two
goals to tie both on points and goal difference, but by virtue of having
scored more goals the title would go to Arsenal. With the game at
Anfield, an impenetrable fortress, our expectations were low.
Arsenal went ahead through a goal by Alan Smith, but when the
cameras turned to Liverpool’s Steve McMahon signalling that there
was only a minute to play, all hope was lost. But Arsenal’s “Roy of the
Rovers” moment came. In the dying seconds, Michael Thomas broke
away and, with only goalkeeper Bruce Grobbelaar to beat, slid the ball
into the back of the net.
Pandemonium. Throughout the night, the phone calls kept coming from
family and friends from all over the world. To this day, when I watch a
replay of the game, I am still nervous that Arsenal’s Thomas will fluff his
shot.
There are other replays that we never watch. Like sixteen-year-old
Wayne Rooney’s stunning goal from outside the area, in a league
game in October 2002 that gave Everton a 2-1 victory over a rampant
Arsenal side. Nor Ryan Giggs’ classic goal in the 1999 semi-final
replay against Manchester United. Described as the best goal in FA
Cup history, Giggs weaved past the entire Arsenal defence to smash
the ball over goalkeeper David Seaman’s head and book Manchester
United’s place in the final. Nor do we ever mention the name of former

Dave Shapiro & Rabbi Ash

FA Cup Final 2017….Dave with Karen ,son in law Brett & Einingkel…
Tottenham Hotspur player Nayim, whose shot from the half-way line
beat a back-peddling David Seaman to seal victory for Real Zaragoza
over Arsenal in the 1995 European Cup-Winner’s Cup Final.
Yet, none of these heartbreaks were quite a cruel as Paul Gascoigne’s
35-yard thunderbolt-free-kick in the 1991 FA Cup semi-final between
Tottenham Hotspurs and Arsenal, that left the gunners shell-shocked
within the opening few minutes of the game. Before kick-off, my dad
had promised to take my 11-year-old son, Jonathan to Wembley if
Arsenal reached the final. Within 10 minutes, we were 2-0 down, but
not nearly as down as Jonathan, whose fantasy of travelling to London
had disappeared in a puff of smoke.
After seven years of despair, when Arsenal reached the FA Cup final
in 1998, an opportunity arose to honour my dad’s promise and ease
Jonathan’s pain. Jonathan, Graham, and I made it to Wembley and
watched Arsenal beat Newcastle 2-0, not only clinching the FA Cup,
but completing the double as well.
One would have thought that after all those years we would have learnt
to control our emotions, but when Arsenal reached the FA semi-final
in 2017, I made a promise to my grandson, Gideon that if the Gunners
played in the final, we would all meet in London to attend the game.
There was only one big obstacle. Arsenal had drawn the mighty
Manchester City in the semi-final. My daughter Karen - Gideon’s
mother - was beside herself, conscious of her brother’s anguish 26
years earlier. When Arsenal went one down, I turned to prayer. They
managed to equalise late in the second half, and, thankfully, scrambled
a winner in extra time.
The final was a joyous occasion (Arsenal beat Chelsea 2-1) and
acknowledged what Gideon had portrayed so poignantly in his school
project. Following a football team that my father had randomly selected
ninety years ago had drawn our family together and given us a reason
to make memories that we would talk about for years to come.
Week-in and week-out Arsenal’s performance is still the subject of
discussion among family members on three continents. Sadly, missing
from these conversations are my dad and brother Ian, who are no
longer with us. But not to be forgotten, I have donated an Arsenal
season ticket in their memory. I couldn’t think of a better way to honour
them.
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TOGETHER WE CAN BUILD
A SWEETER FUTURE.
Wishing you a happy Rosh Hashanah
and a healthy year.
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